Targeting epigenetic pathway with gold nanoparticles for acute myeloid leukemia therapy.
Leukemia remains a fatal disease for most patients and novel therapeutic strategies are urgently needed. Aberrant DNA methylation is an epigenetic modification that is important in the initiation and progression of leukemia. Here, we demonstrated NCL/miR-221/NFκB/DNMT1 axis as a new molecular pathway promoting aggressive acute myeloid leukemia (AML) leukemogenesis and successfully designed and prepared a nuclear localization signal (NLS) peptide-targeted gold nanoparticles with co-loaded anti-221 and AS1411 (NPsN-AS1411/a221), which can specifically target NCL/miR-221/NFκB/DNMT1 signaling pathway in AML. NPsN-AS1411/a221 synergistically abrogate endogenous miR-221 promoting cancerous growth by inhibiting the expression of p27Kip1 suppressor gene, as well as effectively deregulate the DNMT1 expression through NFκB signaling which led to a reduction of global DNA methylation and the restoration of tumor suppressor p15INK4B via its promoter DNA hypomethylation. Functionally, NPsN-AS1411/a221 remarkably blockage leukemia proliferation and clonogenic potential in NCL/miR-221/NFκB/DNMT1 positive AML cell lines. More importantly, NPsN-AS1411/a221 cooperatively extend the overall survival, lower the white blood cells, reverse splenomegaly, inhibit blasts in bone marrow and metastatic to lung in a preclinical AML animal model. Altogether, our studies provide a proof of concept for multiple-functional drug delivery system that based on the specific gene network involved in tumor growth, and highlight the clinical potential of NCL/miR-221/NFκB/DNMT1-targeted AML nanotherapy.